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bits bobs
Open your smart buggy and check the
following bits and bobs are there.

welcome to the
delightful adaptable
world of
our boxes make a great distraction
for your kids while you get into the
nitty gritty; the plastic bag,
however, does not!
Please read the WARNINGS in this book
carefully and help us continue improving
our adaptability range by returning your
warranty form.
When you take your smart buggy out
of its wrapping unclip the waist band
and unzip the base compartment.

2 x wheel caps
2 x spring clips
3. 2 x washers
4. 2 x wheels
1.

2.

a
release

engage

lever locks

brakes
Always use brakes
when buggy is stationary.

nitty

gritty
stow to go
clip

The smart buggy folds into three different
positions for different purposes

washer

1. Stow

cap

Compact for
easy storage.
wheel

axle

'click'

2. Tow
Great for
climbing stairs.

wheely important stuff
1. Place

a wheel on an axle.

2. Place

a washer on the axle.

a

3. Push

a spring clip over the end of the axle
and into the groove.

4. Fit

a wheel cap into the wheel by aligning
the cap with the grooves.

5. Repeat

for the second wheel.

3. Go
Only place your
child in when buggy
is in this position.

nitty

gritty
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stow to tow & back again

tow to go & back again

Your smart buggy will arrive in the
stow position.

For this operation use only your
left hand lever lock.

1.

Push the levers (NB: they open in
opposite directions).

2.

Pull the handle up, moving the buggy
into the tow position.

3.

To return the buggy to the stow position,
push the lever locks in opposite directions
and allow the buggy to collapse.

IMPORTANT make sure your child is
clear of the buggy before altering it from
the stow to tow position.

a

1.

Pull the left lever lock backwards while
&
pushing the buggy forward, allowing the
wheels to move away from the front legs.

2.

Release the lever lock, ensuring both lever
locks have clicked into place and returned to
their original positions.

3.

To return to tow mode pull the left lever
lock backwards while pulling upwards on
the handle and pressing down with your foot
on the rear cross bar.
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five

wheeling

hooding up

To push the buggy, pull the handle
towards you and hold at a comfortable
height with the wheels taking all the weight.
IMPORTANT do not let go of the handle as
the buggy will halt abruptly.

Pull the rim of the hood out and attach
the snaps 'a' on both sides (child's play).

handling

insert baby

To adjust the handle to a more suitable
height, unscrew the plastic grips at the top
of the frame and pull the handle outwards.
Retighten the grips securely.

Make sure the buggy is in go mode and is
on stable ground. Undo the harness and
place your child in (feet first not head!)
Secure the harness firmly but not tightly.

cuts

bruises

fabric care and cleaning

routine inspection and maintenance

The fabric is backed with a water-resistant
coating. Do not use detergents or bleach to
clean any part of the fabric. Simply brush off dirt
using a light bristled brush. (Kids: don’t use dad’s
shaving brush, he won't thank you…)

Moving parts may need periodic lubrication.
Inspect essential components for fraying
(esp. webbing straps and safety harness);
wear (esp.zips and plastic or moving parts);
and security and freedom of movement
(esp. wheels and nuts).

More intensive cleaning can be done by hand,
in warm water, using a mild natural soap. Rinse
out soap and air dry in a well ventilated space.

Much like knees, excessive wear can reduce
the effectiveness of components.

The fabric is fade resistant but not fade proof.
Much like babies, exposure to direct sunlight can
cause sun damage. (Prolonged exposure may
leave the fabric as faded as grandad’s undies…)

frame care and cleaning
We recommend that dirt is brushed off the frame
and wheels regularly. Clean with a non-abrasive
household cleaner and soft cloth. Wash off sand
and salt after beach activity and dry frame if wet.

rubber covers & grip
Take care to avoid damage to the foam rubber.
The foam rubber is not under warranty.
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rights

remedies

our warranty and service policy
We want to give owners confidence in the

Improper use (including but not limited to): abnormal

quality of our products. They are warranted against

use; not following instructions; child left unattended;

defects in materials and workmanship for one year

safety harness not used; excessive load; transport

from the date of purchase.

damage i.e. airline or cargo damage.

If the product has a manufacturing fault we will

Customer costs within warranty. The customer is

repair it free of charge. If it's not practical to repair

responsible for any inwards freight charge to return

it we will, at our discretion, replace the part in

the product to the manufacturer, or its representative,

question*. If the product fails due to wear and tear,

for warranty and or service.

accident, neglect or negligence, or is outside the
one year warranty, we will happily repair it for

Customer costs outside of warranty. Where proof

a reasonable charge.

of purchase is not provided or the product is outside
of the one year period, the manufacturer (or agent)

details of warranty
Who is covered? The original purchaser
buying new product from an authorised dealer.
Proof of purchase is required.

reserves the right to charge a service fee and/or
charge for parts replaced/repaired. A return freight
charge may apply.
Exclusions. Any consequential loss or damage to

What is covered? Workmanship or materials

any person or property resulting directly or indirectly

that are deemed faulty, providing the smart buggy

from use of the product.

has, at all times, been used in normal conditions
and been properly maintained in accordance

Who do I contact? Please discuss any warranty or

with the instructions.

service queries with your store of purchase. You will be

What is not covered? Second hand product.
Modified product. Poorly maintained product.
Normal wear, fading and fabric cuts.

required to show proof of purchase. They will inform
you of the next step.
* The consumer may have additional rights in some countries

return

relax

warranty form

Which most excellent product did you buy?

Name
Address

e3 twin

bebe

e3

smartbuggy

metro

T2

accessories

metoo

tott

e3 double kit

escape

pepe

Date of purchase
Phone

/

/

Rate from 1-10 how likely you would be to
recommend this product to someone else?

Email

1

Just a few extra details to help us
adapt survive!

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Why?

Your age?
under 25

25-34

35-40

40+

Number of children
1

2

3

3+

soon!

a

Any general suggestions?

Their ages
How did you hear about us?
Can we inform you of new products
and specials?
www.philandteds.com

yes

no

9

10

affix
stamp
here

102-112 daniell street
newtown
wellington 6002
new zealand

warnings

!

Ensure you read carefully all the
safety information and warning notices.
This is extremely important.
Safe operation and use depends on
carefully following these instructions.
WARNING: Never leave children
unattended. Take extra care with any
child asleep in the buggy.
WARNING: Ensure that all locking
devices are engaged before use.
WARNING: Any load attached to the
handle affects the stability of the vehicle.
Do not hang luggage or carry extra
children on the buggy. Do not allow a
child to stand on the seat. Do not carry
weight over the limit recommended in
the instructions. Do not place more than
3kg/7lbs in the parcel tray. This may
damage the smart buggy.

WARNING: Avoid serious injury from
falling or sliding out. Always use the safety
harness. Always secure all safety harness
straps. Ensure the safety harness is correctly
fitted, adjusted and securing the child firmly.
Make sure children are clear before folding,
erecting or adjusting the buggy.
WARNING: Apply both brakes when
parking the buggy. Apply the brakes when
loading or unloading child.
WARNING: The buggy is intended for
a child up to a maximum weight of 15kg.
WARNING: Do not modify the buggy or
use accessories not designed for it. They
may be unsafe.
WARNING: Care should be taken if the
buggy is used on stairs or escalators.
WARNING: The buggy should not be used
near an exposed flame.

adapt

head office
fax
address
visit

survive!

+64 (4) 380 0833
+64 (4) 380 0137
102-112 daniell street
wellington new zealand
www.philandteds.com

Phil & teds most excellent buggy company ltd. (phil & teds), the
phil & teds logo, the shapes and designs of the products and the
adapt & survive logo are global trademarks of Phil & Teds New
Zealand Limited. Phil & Teds New Zealand Limited is the owner of
all past, present and future intellectual property used and developed
in relation to its business and reserves all rights in relation to its
intellectual property and the presentation of it. c Phil & teds most
excellent buggy company ltd.
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